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NEW FEATURES IN THIS RELEASE 
 
Starting from this first open beta release, the development project focuses around the P3D v4.4/v4.5 
platforms only: no new features will be ported to the other platforms (FSX/FSX:SE/P3D v3.4/v4.2/v4.3). 
Among several bugfixes and system logic improvements, some new features have been added in this 
build. 
 
 
INSTALLATION 
This is a full installer, and requires the complete uninstallation of any other previous version with the 
manual deletion of two folders. Before proceeding to uninstall, you can save some files to port your 
registration/activation data, saved routes and airframes (along with their specific airline options and 
maintenance status) directly to this new build.  
 
Step by step instructions, follow them verbatim or you most likely experience problems: 
 

1) Copy the file registration.ini from the %Documents%\Maddog X Files\Data folder to a safe 
location; 
 

2) Copy the %Documents%\Maddog X Files\Routes folder to a safe location. 
 

3) Open the load manager, and in the general tab go to liveries manager: remove all liveries you 
want to backup, press the apply button: this will create a .zip file in the %Documents%\Maddog X 
Files\liveries folder for each chosen airframe. Move these zip files to a safe location. 
 

4) Uninstall any previous version, and delete the folders %Documents%\Maddog X Files and 
%Documents%\Prepar3d v4 add-ons\MaddogX. 
 

5) Install this new version and close the load manager when it automatically opens. 
 

6) Restore the registration.ini file, the Routes folder and move all liveries .zip backup inside the 
%Documents%\Maddog X Files\Liveries folder. 
 

7) Open the load manager, your activation data is automatically imported: now go to liveries 
manager and reinstall your airframes. 

 
Starting from this release, to reduce download size only one livery per aircraft model is now included. 
Liveries being part of the previous version are available in our free repaint library in the forums as 
individual downloads (registration required): 
 

https://www.flythemaddog.com/forum/index.php?/forum/52-freeware-repaints/ 
 
 
VC PBR  
PBR for the virtual cockpit is optional, and can be toggled independently according to user preference 
from ‘Load Manager’ – ‘Simulator Options’. RealLight is not compatible with the PBR virtual cockpit: all 
flood/instrument cockpit lights are now custom coded, while RealLight is still being used for the non-
PBR VC version. 

https://www.flythemaddog.com/forum/index.php?/forum/52-freeware-repaints/
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Please notice that presently, in P3D v4.4, there are some limitations due the LM graphic engine at night: 
 

- Shadows are casted inside the VC at day only, because the only light source able to generate 
them is the sun; 

 
- The light effects generated by other addons are visible inside the cockpit, but the developers 

should tune them: you could occasionally see an oversized red flashing glow coming 
from a SODE jetway or a GSX service vehicle, or even the traffic lights of an AI aircraft 
taxying near to you; 

 
- Dynamic lights at night are not “diffused”: if you aren’t directly below a dynamic light source, 

the cockpit will be completely dark. 
 
 
MADDOG X MENU 
The ‘Reload Cfg from LM’ and ‘Fix all Failures’ have been removed from the ‘Maddog X’ entry in the 
‘Add-ons’ menu in P3D. The first one isn’t necessary anymore (see next paragraph), the second one has 
been replaced by sending a MAINT message report from the new ACARS system.  
 
 
LOAD MANAGER 
The ‘sync from Load Manager’ entry in the Add-ons – Maddog X menu in P3D has been removed: now 
the changes made to weights/fuel, while the simulator is running, are automatically synced with the 
panel after clicking the           button. 
 
P3D/load manager connection status is shown here: 
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Another new feature is the capability in ‘liveries manager’ to display a thumbnail of the selected livery. 
The thumbnail is generated if, inside the repaint texture folder, a ‘thumbnail.jpg’ file is found. 
 

 
 
PFPX AND SIMBRIEF INTEGRATION 
Basing on users’ feedback, it’s now possible to override the fuel/route integrated tool if using PFPX or 
Simbrief: enable the option ‘Use PFPX/Simbrief for Fuel/Route planning and ACARS OFP’ under the 
‘Setup’ – ‘Simulator Options’ page. When enabled, the integrated fuel/load manager tool is inhibited 
and all weights/fuel/pax/cargo data is automatically loaded by selecting the ‘Import OFP’ button. 
More details in the ACARS SYSTEM paragraph.    
 
When creating the airframe profiles in PFPX/Simbrief, consider the following data for reference: 
 
>> Maximum equipment capability: SDFGIRWY. 
 
>> Maximum PBN capability: A1B1D2D3O2O3S1. 
 
>> Maximum certified weights: different operators may use lower weights for operational/costs 
reasons. 
 

MD-82 KGS LBS 

Cabin layout – Max Pax 14J + 134Y = 148 

DOW (dry/empty weight) 38175 84161 

MZFW 55338 122000 

MTOW 67812 149500 

MRW (ramp/taxi weight) 68265 150499 

MLW 58967 130000 

Max Cargo 8520 18783 

Max fuel 17740 39110 

Pax weight 84 185 

Baggage weight 13 29 
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MD-83 KGS LBS 

Cabin layout – Max Pax 14J + 134Y = 148 

DOW (dry/empty weight) 39089 86176 

MZFW 55338 122000 

MTOW 72575 160000 

MRW (ramp/taxi weight) 73028 161000 

MLW 63276 139500 

Max Cargo 6892 15194 

Max fuel 21187 46707 

Pax weight 84 185 

Baggage weight 13 29 

 
 

MD-88 KGS LBS 

Cabin layout – Max Pax 14J + 134Y = 148 

DOW (dry/empty weight) 38894 85746 

MZFW 55338 122000 

MTOW 72575 160000 

MRW (ramp/taxi weight) 73028 161000 

MLW 63276 139500 

Max Cargo 8520 18783 

Max fuel 17740 39110 

Pax weight 84 185 

Baggage weight 13 29 

 
 
ACARS SYSTEM 
The ACARS system is a digital communication system integrated into the existing VHF radio system that 
provides for the transmission of digital data to and from the aircraft.  
These messages, referred to as uplinks and downlinks, facilitate two-way communication for 
applications such as digital ATIS, weather reports, delay reports, and free text messaging with airline 
Dispatch and Maintenance. More information can be found in the AOM, Volume 2, Appendix 1 
‘Operational Bulletin’. 
 
To feed the ACARS system, a file ‘OFP.txt’ is needed inside the %Documents%\Maddog X files\Routes 
folder. Such file is automatically generated by the integrated fuel/route planner in Load Manager when 
saving the route, but Simbrief and PFPX either provide a mean to generate this file. 
 
 
NOTE: ACARS system -as in the real aircraft- doesn’t allow flight plan uplink directly in the FMGC system 
since they don’t share data: it must be manually inserted or loaded as a COROUTE as usual.  
 
 
While Simbrief is now fully integrated with Fly the Maddog X, thanks to developer’s cooperation 
(consider making a donation to support Derek Mayer), we never received a reply by PFPX to our requests 
for achieving the same degree of integration: the most convenient procedure to let PFPX users exporting 
the OFP file from PFPX and importing it later in Load Manager, is the one described in the next page. 
 

https://www.simbrief.com/home/index.php?page=support
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>> PFPX users:  
1) Copy the file ‘MaddogX ACARS.txt’ from the %Documents%\Maddog X files\Redist folder to the 

PFPX Flight plan Templates folder (usually located in Users\Public|Documents\PFPX 
Data\FlightplanTemplates). 

 
2) Plan your flight in PFPX and in the ‘Results’ page set, as OFP template in the dropdown menu 

list, ‘MaddogX ACARS’. 

 
 
The generated OFP should look like the example above. Now you can export the .mdr route file inside 
the %Documents%\Maddog X files\Routes folder.   
 

3) Release your flight and select ‘Print flight documents’ -> ‘Save OFP’. 
 

 
 
Save the OFP as ‘OFP.txt’ in the %Documents%\Maddog X files\Routes folder. If you now want to print 
the OFP in another format, you will have to go back to the ‘results’ tab, choose a different OFP 
template, release the flight again and print the OFP. 
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When you have the .mdr  route and the OFP.txt files ready and in place, open the Load Manager page 
and click on the ‘Import OFP’ button: all weight/fuel settings -as calculated by PFPX- will be directly 
imported in the Load Manager: check that the C.G. and weights are within the certified limits and fix 
any RED field. Save & close. 
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>> Simbrief users: an option to export the OFP.txt file together with the Maddog X .mdr route has been 
added in Simbrief: you can export it directly along with the route file for the FMC after generating the 
OFP; they must be saved inside your %Documents%\Maddog X files\Routes folder.  
 

 
 

 
When you have the .mdr  route and the OFP.txt files ready and in place, open the Load Manager page 
and click on the ‘Import OFP’ button: all weights/fuel settings -as calculated by Simbrief- will be directly 
imported in the Load Manager: check that the C.G. and weights are within the certified limits and fix 
any RED field. Save & close.  
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To accommodate the new ACARS annunciation light panel, the overhead lights control knobs have been 
moved, as in the real aircraft, to the after overhead panel. 
 

  
 
 
EXTERNAL MODEL CLICKSPOTS 
Several clickspots have been added in the external 3D model, that allow you to open/close all pax/cargo 
doors and stairs, radome, cockpit windows, engine cowls and gear doors directly from the external 
view. 
 

 
 
 

EPR SEL TRP 
A new option in Load Manager – Airline Options is now available to have the TRP with the additional 
EPR SEL setting (SAS config). 
 

 
 
 
ASP4 7035 AND NETWORKED ENVIRONMENT 
Some of the new features implemented in the ACARS system require Active Sky for P3D v4, updated to 
latest 7035 version (currently Open Beta), released 06/04/2019; its flight plan page must be always fully 
completed in order to correctly receive the SEVERE WX uplink messages. 
 

https://hifisimtech.com/downloads/#ASP4
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It’s now possible to define a networked installation environment by manually adding the following lines 
to the maddogx.ini inside the %Documents%\Maddog X Files\Data folder. Open the file with notepad, 
and at the end of the file just add the following lines: 
 

[NETWORK] 
ASHostIP=x.x.x.x 
ASPort=xxxxx 

 
where ASHostIP is the IP address of the computer running Active Sky server, and ASPort is the specified 
port used by Active Sky as defined from its setup. 
 
 
MADDOG X/IVAP SYNC WITH FSUIPC-LUA 
Another nice feature added is the ability to automatically sync the Maddog X xpndr with IVAP via LUA 
scripting in FSUIPC. What the script does: IDENT push in Maddog xpndr sends IDENT in IvAp; Maddog 
xpndr TA/RA mode switches C mode on IvAp and its reverse, when putting Maddog xpndr in sby. 
SSR code was already forwarded to IVAP correctly. 
 
Instructions: 
 
1) you need a full registered FSUIPC 5 copy. 
2) open ivap v2 configuration: under '3rd party tool' tab, check the "enable IvAp <-> FSUIPC SDK” option 
is enabled. 
3) copy the lua script from the %Documents%\Maddog X Files\Redist folder and past it under the 
%Prepar3D v4%\Modules folder. 
4) open 'FSUIPC5.ini' with notepad, add these lines at the end of the file: 
 

[Auto] 
1=LUA mdx_xpndr_ivap 
[LuaFiles] 
1=mdx_xpndr_ivap 

 
If you have any other lua script registered in FSUIPC, just replace the value '1' with the next number in 
sequence. Save and close the file. Happy online flying! 
 
 
DIGITAL FLIGHT DATA RECORDER 
This system is now disabled by default to save memory and enhance performance. If you want to 
enable it again: open the ‘maddogx.ini’ file in %Documents%\Maddog X files\Data folder. 
 
Go to the [SYSTEM] section, look for the DFDRActive entry and set:  
 

DFDRActive=1 
 
 

CREW COMMUNICATIONS 
In this release, to enable crew communications, in the audio panel the PA mike and the speaker source 
must be selected. 

 


